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Despite all of the hype and high growth predictions, 
the robotics and vision industries have not pro
duced many profitable businesses. The vast major

ity of companies involved in these industries have had no 
profits or sporadic profits at best. Meanwhile, competi
tiveness is the watchword for the U.S. economy through 
the turn of the century, according to our political and 
business leaders. The goal is to make our manufacturing 
industries competitive in the world economy leading to a 
more favorable trade balance and employment opportuni
ties. And automation is expected to play a role—perhaps a 
key role—in reaching this goal. 

Competitiveness via robotic and vision systems can only 
be achieved if the market offers reasons for companies and 
people to be in business. To be successful, the automation 
business must function like a business in the most funda
mental way, that is, there must be a market (buyers) and 
there must be providers of goods and services (sellers). The 
buyers must expect and receive automation systems that 
perform and sellers must be able to make a profit. 

Our view is that of a Manufacturing Systems Integrator. 
We specialize in the concept, building, integration, and im
plementation of robots and vision systems for continuous 
process applications such as welding and cutting. There is 
a distinction between a systems integrator and a vision or 
robot equipment manufacturing company. The equipment 
manufacturer must produce equipment to specifications 
and can meet contractual obligations by providing that 
equipment. The systems integrator's obligation is to ob
tain the desired end result for the customer. 

Genesis Systems provides welded parts to customer 
specification. Growth has exceeded market growth and 
profitability has been maintained from the beginning. This 
is primarily due to the technical maturity of our customer 
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base and because we specialize in an application area that 
we understand. As a company charged with building man
ufacturing systems that must survive on the factory floor, 
our choice of technical solutions must be in step with the 
ability of the customer to support the technology. Growth 
in the vision and robotic industries will come as the result 
of well applied solutions. 

Well thought out and supported vision-guided robotic 
welding systems- can be a viable solution when the pur
chaser and the supplier are willing to make the commit
ments necessary. If practical application of the technology 
does not become broadly based, opportunities and ad
vancement in the field of vision systems and robotics will 
develop slowly. 

Robot guidance for arc welding 
We have used vision for robot guidance for arc welding 

(GMAW) applications. For many arc welding applica
tions, the parts to be welded are not repeatable enough for 
successful welding without some form of guidance for the 
robot. The vision system in an arc welding environment 
must deal with smoke, grit, vibration, and a broad spec
trum light source—the arc. 
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Shown above is a vision-guided robotic system used to manufacture frame components for the automotive industry. 

Many variables must be dealt with for the vision system 
to guide the robot successfully. The parts to be welded 
must be processed with sufficient precision to allow the 
vision system to locate the area of interest and initiate the 
arc welding process. The recognition software must be ro
bust and flexible enough to allow for part surface differ
ences on a random basis. It is not uncommon for the robot 
to "see" parts that are oiled, highly reflective, or rust cov
ered in the same day. Tooling that holds the parts in place 
for welding must be designed so that it does not obstruct 
the view of the vision system. After successfully overcom
ing all of these hurdles and more, the vision system must 
direct the robot to deliver its program to the weld joint 
within plus or minus one half of a welding electrode diam
eter (normally ± .020"). For welding, a vision system can 
be used in one of two modes. The first is a two-pass ap
proach in which the vision system, by locating a feature(s) 
on the part, offsets a previously taught robot program. 
The robot then uses this information to execute the pro
gram. This approach implies that the weld path remains 
the same relative to the feature previewed by the vision 
system. 

An example of this mode can be found in a system re
cently supplied to Parish Division, Dana Corporation. The 
requirement called for welding the left and right front sup
port of a truck. The front support consists of a lower U— 
shaped channel, and upper U-shaped channel, and a do-
nut-shaped end cup. The upper channel fits into the lower 

channel creating a weld joint about 20" long on the two 
opposing sides of the support. The weld joint can move up 
and down or it can rotate. The contour of the joint re
mains the same. The end cup is welded to the lower chan
nel at the tip of the channel beyond the area covered by 
the upper channel. To remove any gaps in the weld joints, 
two hydraulic press fixtures are used to press the parts 
together. One fixture is used for loading and unloading 
while the other is in the robot's work envelope (see photo 
above). 

Laser line generators were used to cast a stripe of light 
across the beginning and end of the weld joints. A C C D 
Camera is paired with each laser generator and views a 
defined area where the light line breaks over the surface of 
the lower channel onto the upper channel. The vision sys
tem is able to define the position of this joint by the break 
in the line. A position is created for each joint and is 
passed via RS 232 to the three robot controllers. Total 
picture acquisition time and passing of data to the robots 
is less than three seconds. Pixel coordinate data is trans
ferred and program offsets are calculated during the index 
time of a positioner that exchanges the fixtures from the 
loading side to the welding side. 

The vision system is an Autovision 5 and the robots and 
controllers are AID 810 six axis robots with AI 32 Con
trollers provided by Automatix Inc. of Billerica, Mass. The 
Autovision 5 and the AI 32 Controllers share the same 
Pascal-like RAIL programming language, making system 
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programming and communication less complex. Although 
the AI 32 also is available as an AI 32V with integrated 
vision, in this case the most economical approach was the 
Autovision 5. 

During application programming of the system, we 
found that die scrape marks and surface finish differences 
on the front supports sometimes caused recognition fail
ures. The vision recognition software was modified to al
low additional image checking routines to be introduced 
to accommodate the changes in the part as they were iden
tified. 

The choice of sensor technology for the application was 
dictated by high production requirements and the physical 
characteristics of the front support. The material thickness 
of the front supports is approximately 4 mm and the weld
ing joints are primarily lap type. The vision system pro
vides sufficient resolution to locate the weld location. Oth
er sensor alternatives did not. In addition, the preview 
sensing technique does not restrict the travel speed poten
tial of the welding process. High welding speeds are re
quired to meet the demand for front supports. 

A critical consideration in the selection of the sensor 
approach was the ability of the end user to support the 
system in day—to—day operation. Parish Division has a 
large, successful robotics program with the attitude and 
experience critical to making a sophisticated system work. 

Real time vision joint tracking 
The second vision sensing approach we use for robot 

guidance in welding applications is real time vision joint 
tracking. To accomplish this we use a camera and laser 
projector package located on the welding torch at the end 
of the robot's arm. The camera view is about two inches 
ahead of the welding arc previewing the welding path. A 
cone of laser light is projected onto the camera's field of 
view. The cone of structured laser light is used as a filter
ing technique due to the spatter from the welding arc. The 
spatter is very bright and moves in a radial direction from 
the point of the arc. The direction and shape of the laser 
cone is isolated from the direction and shape of the bright 
spatter to make recognition of the cone more reliable. The 
breaks in the laser cone as it intersects the work surface is 
used to give the robot/vision controller information on the 
direction of the welding path. The robot makes path ad
justments based on this information, typically processing 
picture information at a rate of three to eight pictures per 
second. For welding applications, the vision system can 
also provide information on the volume of the joint to be 
welded and adjustments can be made to the welding pro
cess to adaptively fill the joint. 

We are currently building four systems with real time 
tracking technology for a heavy equipment manufacturing 

The real breakthroughs have been in the 
areas of ease of use, calibration and error 

recovery. 

company. The robot control and vision processing is han
dled by the AI 32V integrated vision robot controller sup
plied by Automatix Inc. Calibration of the Vision-Guided 
Seam Tracker is menu driven and takes just a few minutes. 
Positive air pressure in the camera mounting enclosure 
helps keep the lens clean and the camera cool. The assem
blies to be welded by the systems are large weldments that 
have welding joints that do not repeat within acceptable 
robotic welding tolerance. Along with seam tracking, the 
systems feature coordinated positioner motion with the 
robot. 

Obstacles still thwart widespread use 
While preview and real time vision systems for robotic 

welding are not considered new technology in some cir
cles, this technology is very new to the factory floor and 
there is very little of it in production situations today. 
There are several reasons why the technology has been 
slow in moving to the factory. The early equipment was 
not robust enough to survive in the factory welding envi
ronment. Software and hardware were not flexible 
enough for the variable conditions encountered in typical 
welding applications. Often the operating procedures and 
software were not designed with consideration for the 
people who would ultimately use the equipment. Calibra
tion routines could not be easily performed under factory 
conditions. Recovery from failures was time consuming 
and difficult. 

It is likely that these problems were due in part to the 
fact that most of those with the skills to design and build 
vision/robot hardware and software had little or no expe
rience with factory welding conditions and support capa
bilities. 

If the vision and robot industries are to grow, it is im
portant that attention be paid to the overall durability and 
usability of the equipment being offered. The real break
throughs have been in the areas of ease of use, calibration, 
and error recovery. Businesses purchase vision systems 
and robots hoping that the technology will bring them a 
competitive edge. With the proper tools and commitment, 
the technology can perform to expectation. 
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